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ABSTRACT
In the age of Web 2.0, a substantial amount of unstructured
content are distributed through multiple text streams in an
asynchronous fashion, which makes it increasingly difficult
to glean and distill useful information. An effective way to
explore the information in text streams is topic modelling,
which can further facilitate other applications such as search,
information browsing, and pattern mining. In this paper, we
propose a semantic graph based topic modelling approach
for structuring asynchronous text streams. Our model in-
tegrates topic mining and time synchronization, two core
modules for addressing the problem, into a unified model.
Specifically, for handling the lexical gap issues, we use global
semantic graphs of each timestamp for capturing the hid-
den interaction among entities from all the text streams.
For dealing with the sources asynchronism problem, local
semantic graphs are employed to discover similar topics of
different entities that can be potentially separated by time
gaps. Our experiment on two real-world datasets shows that
the proposed model significantly outperforms the existing
ones.
General Terms
Algorithm, Experimentation
Keywords
Knowledge Repository; Topic Modelling; Language Mod-
elling
1. INTRODUCTION
With advent of Web 2.0 and increased connectivity, vari-
ous kind of text streams are published online such as news
feeds and weblog articles. One interesting characteristic of
such text streams is that there are usually intensive cov-
erage of some common topics within a certain time frame.
For example, when Ukrainian crisis happened in 2014, all
news articles tend to have intensive coverage of the event.
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Similarly, when a new research direction is opened up in a
research field, many researchers tend to produce publication
towards the same direction for a certain time period. Min-
ing topic trends from multiple streams can facilitate tasks
such as search, mining, and documents summarization.
Intuitively, mining topics from multiple sources can find
more meaningful and comprehensive topics than that of a
single source. However, this is often a difficult task, since
each stream always owns a unique vocabulary, which would
lead to a lexical gap between the words of different streams.
In addition, the asynchronous communication of different
streams may cause topic mismatch. To address the above
limitations, Cross-Collection Model [12, 30] is proposed by
assuming a shared time distribution of words across multi-
ple streams. While generally useful, the relations between
any two words of different streams can only be indirectly
inferred by a multinomial words distribution (also known
as unigram language model) over each timestamp. How-
ever, words in different streams about the same topics may
not necessarily share a similar frequency distribution over
time. Furthermore, a simple word-level analysis model can-
not handle cases where entities (e.g., people, places, and con-
cepts) are expressed by multi-word phrases. To go beyond
the mere word-level analysis, this paper proposes a topic
modeling framework on the basis of semantic graphs which
makes use of an external resource (namely DBpedia) as the
background knowledge to bridge the lexical gap and address
the topic synchronous problem in a principled way.
As a simple illustration, Figure 1 displays three pieces of
local semantic graphs produced by our proposed knowledge-
rich approach (cf. Section 4.2.1, the infrequent entity thresh-
old is set as 4 to reduce the graph size) from NEWSIR
datasets (cf. Section 5.1, where we use day as the timestamp
since it is the finest granularity available in this dataset).
One can easily see that the news reports was focused on
“Europe”, “England”, and “Tennis” , as they are always the
central entities (i.e., concepts in DBpedia) of the graphs. In
addition, it is clear that the first two semantic graphs share a
closer resemblance than that between the first and the third
one, which suggests that the inference of a timestamp’s la-
tent topics could benefit from examining its similar times-
tamps based on their individual local semantic graphs. In
other words, if two timestamps have a large degree of over-
lap in terms of their semantic entities and relations, they
probably bear a close topical resemblance to each other as
well. Therefore, we construct local semantic graphs for each
timestamp in the archive with the hope to utilize their se-
mantic similarities to overcome the asynchronous problem.
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(a) NEWSIR on 01/09/2015 (b) NEWSIR on 02/09/2015 (c) NEWSIR on 03/09/2015
Figure 1: Three pieces of local semantic graphs generated from NewsIR datasets
To bridge the lexical gap among multiple streams, global
semantic graphs are also proposed, which is built with the
entire documents collection. The intuition is that the rich se-
mantic connections among entities could be exploited to help
inferring the latent topics of documents that derived from
varying stream. Therefore, we would like to learn the inter-
relationships between entities in the global semantic graph,
which would allow effective information sharing among all
streams.
Given the observation above, a novel topic modelling frame-
work is proposed, namely, Semantic Graph based Mixture
Model (SGMM), which can seamlessly incorporate enti-
ties and relations from the semantic graphs into topic mod-
elling. Experiments on two real-world datasets show that
the semantic-based approach outperforms existing ones sig-
nificantly.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We firstly
introduce the related work in Section 2. Section 3 for-
mally defines the problem of topic modelling with seman-
tic graph. Section 4 systematically presents the proposed
SGMM framework. The experimental results of topic mod-
eling are reported in Section 5. Finally, we present our con-
clusion and future work in Section 6.
2. RELATEDWORK
2.1 Topic Model with Network Analysis
The techniques of topic modelling, such as PLSA [11] and
LDA [31], provide an elegant mathematical way to analyze
large volumes of unlabelled text. Recently, a large num-
ber of studies, such as Author-Topic Model (ATM) [25] and
Contextual Focused Topic Model (CFTM) [7], try to in-
tegrate some information of network structure with topic
modelling, but they mostly focus on homogeneous networks
rather than heterogeneous networks. Entity-Topic Model
(ETM) [15] combined LDA with entity-document relations,
which is somewhat similar to our idea. However they as-
sume that an edge (entity-document ) created in exactly
the same way as a word, whereas our approach directly takes
into account several types of relations (entity-document and
entity-entity relations) through regularized propagation.
2.2 Knowledge Rich Approaches
The recent advances in knowledge-rich approaches (e.g.,
DBpedia1 and Knowledge Graph2) provide new techniques
to gain insight into the semantic structure of a dataset.
While enormous success has been made in several NLP tasks
such as document similarity [23], topic labelling [14], and
question answering [6], the feasibility and effectiveness of
such knowledge-rich approaches in topic modelling and track-
ing are mostly unknown. Hulpus et al. [14] reported a frame-
work that extracts sub-graphs from DBpedia to label the
topics obtained from a topic model. However, they con-
sider topic model and graph labelling as two separate pro-
cesses, which may result in the loss of rich semantics. On the
contrary, our framework discovers the latent topics and se-
mantic network simultaneously, reinforcing the topic model
performance with multi-typed relations. In addition, their
graph construction process relies on a small set of manually
selected DBpedia relations, which does not scale and needs
to be tuned each time given a different knowledge reposi-
tory. Instead, we pruned our semantic graphs by filtering
and weighting the edges (see Section 4.3.1). This may look
similar to [23], but their work attempts to produce graph-
representation of documents for the task of document rank-
ing, while we aim to construct semantic graphs for the task
of topic modelling.
2.3 Topic Mining from Multiple Text Streams
Zhai et al. [34] proposed a cross-collection mixture model
to detect common topics and local ones respectively, how-
ever, their analysis was limited to two static collections. The
state-of-the-art approach [12] utilises the Cross-Collection
Model [34] for mining topics from multiple streams, together
with a meme-tracking model that iteratively updates the
hyper-parameter that controls the document-topic distribu-
1http://wiki.dbpedia.org/
2https://developers.google.com/freebase/
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tion to capture the temporal dynamics of the topic. In this
model, a word belongs to either the local topic or the com-
mon topic, the probability of which is drawn from a bernoulli
distribution. But it assumes that there is no correspon-
dence between local topics across different sources, nor is
there exchanging information between the local topics and
the common ones. While in real-world scenarios, informa-
tion from multiple streams constantly interacts with each
other as the topic evolves. To address this problem, Ghosh
et al. [9] proposed Source LDA to detect topics from multi-
ple sources with the aim to exploit the source interactions,
which is somewhat similar to our idea. However, there are
stark differences between their work and ours: First, their
model assumes that there is no order for the documents in
the collection, hence the temporal dynamics of each source
is completely ignored. Secondly, since the same LDA model
is simply applied over multiple streams, they didn’t exploit
external resources to facilitate the communication among
multiple sources, whereas we use global semantic graph to
force multiple streams to interact with each other.
3. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we formally introduce several concepts and
notations.
Definition 1 (Text Stream): A text stream S is a
sequence of {d1,s, ..., dN,s} , in which di,s is a sequence of
words {w1, ...., w|d|}. Each document correspond to a unique
timestamp t, and each timestamp is composed of a doc-
uments collection over multiple text streams {S1, ..., SS}.
Following a common simplification used in most work in in-
formation retrieval [11], we consider each document as a bag
of words, and use n(di,s, w) to denote the number of occur-
rence of word w at document di,s.
Definition 2 (Entity): An entity e in our system can
be either an instance or a concept in DBpedia URI 3. The
former are concrete entries of DBpedia 4, while the latter
are the classes found within the DBpedia Ontology (i.e., the
types of instances such as people, places, organizations).
Definition 3(Semantic Graph): A semantic graph
G consists of V and E, the former is a set of entities and the
latter is a set of edges representing the relations between
the entities. For instance, an edge < u, v > is a binary
directed relation from entity u to entity v, where we use
w(u, v) to denote the weight of < u, v >. We define the
semantic graph built from the documents of {t0, ..., tT } the
global semantic graph, and those built from the documents
of a single timestamp t the local semantic graphs.
Now we can formulate our task of topic mining as follows.
Given a set of text streams {S1, ..., SS} with a set of seman-
tic graphs {G1, ..., GL}, in which Gl = (Vl, El), we would
like to extract K common topics Z = {z1, z2, . . . , zK} from
{S1, ..., SS}, where zk is a probability distribution of words,
and the probability of a word w appeared in topic zk is de-
noted as P (w|zk), the probability of zk over a timestamp t
is denoted as P (zk|t). Notice that semantic information of
a topic is encoded by the conditional distribution P (w|zk)
and P (zk|t). What SGMM essentially does is to group sim-
ilar or related documents of different timestamps and differ-
ent streams into semantic clusters considering not only their
3http://dbpedia.org/page/Uniform Resource Identifier
4e.g. dbpedia : Barrack Obama
textual similarities, but also the hidden entity relations in
semantic graphs.
4. TOPIC MODELS
In this section, we propose a propagation algorithm to
combine semantic graphs with the textual information of
multiple streams for topic modelling, namely Biased Prop-
agation. The goal of this algorithm is to estimate the prob-
abilities of topics for documents as well as other associated
entities, in order to improve the performance of topic mod-
elling.
4.1 Simple Mixture Model
A naive solution for common topic mining is to treat the
multiple streams as a single stream and perform topic mod-
elling. We now present a simple mixture model for topic
mining from multiple streams. In simple mixture model
(SMM) [28] , an unobserved topic variable zk ∈ {z1, ..., zK}
is inferred from the occurrences of different words wj ∈
{w1, ..., wM} in documents di ∈ {d1, ..., dN} at a particu-
lar timestamp t. The joint probability of observed triplets
(s, d, w) can be expressed as
P (Ss, di,s, wj)= P (di,s)
K∑
k=1
P (wj |zk)P (zk|t) (1)
P (zk|t) =
N∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
P (zk|di,s)P (di,s|t)
=
N∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
P (zk|di,s)P (t|di,s)P (di,s)
P (t)
(2)
where P (wj |zk) is the probability of word wj occurring in
topic zk, P (zk|t) is the probability of topic zk for timestamp
t over the documents derived by all the streams S. Then,
P (zk|di,s) and P (wj |zk) can be estimated by maximizing
the log likelihood over all the streams S as follows:
L(S) =
S∑
s=1
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
n(di,s, wj) log
K∑
k=1
P (wj |zk)P (zk|t) (3)
P (zk|t)=
N∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
P (zk|di,s)P (t|di,s)n(di,s, wj)∑S
s=1
∑N
i′=1
∑M
j′=1 n(di′,s, wj′)
(4)
Since a given document has and only has one timestamp, the
value of P (t|di,s) is either 0 or 1. So the problem now lies
in how to learn P (zk|di,s) and P (wj |zk), which can be es-
timated in a similar fashion as PLSA (Probabilistic Latent
Semantic Analysis [11]) using EM algorithm (cf. Section
4.3.2). In SMM, a word is considered as generated from the
shared time distribution of words across all streams, and
the asynchronism among multiple streams is alleviated by
exploiting a window model [28]. However, it is not ade-
quate, as indicated in [30], for modeling text from different
streams for two reasons: (1) The structure of collections is
completely ignored. Consequently, the extracted common
topics might only represent some, but not all collections;
(2) It is hard to determine which topic correspond to the
common information across streams and which correspond
to specific information to a particular stream.
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4.2 Cross-Collection Model
To overcome the above limitations, Cross-Collection Mix-
ture Model (CCMM) [12, 34] is proposed, which can ex-
plicitly distinguish common topics that characterize com-
mon information across all streams from local topics that
characterize stream-specific information. In this model, λB
controls the weight of background language model for struc-
turing asynchronous streams. In addition, one needs to de-
cide whether to use the common topic model or the stream-
specific topic model for a given topic, which is controlled by
the trade-off parameter λC . Formally speaking, we now con-
sider K common topics as well as a potentially different set
of K local topics for each stream. The word distribution in
document d (from stream Ss) is now stream-specific, which
involves the unigram language model (θB), K common topic
models (θ1, ..., θK), and K local topic models (θ1,s, ..., θK,s).
The joint probability of an observed triplet (s, d, w) can thus
be represented as
Pcross(Ss, di,s, wj) = λBP (di,s)
K∑
k=1
[λCP (wj |zk)P (zk|t)
+(1− λC)P (wj |zk,s)P (zk,s|t)] + (1− λB)P (wj |θB) (5)
The model parameters can be estimated by maximizing
the log likelihood of all the streams S as
Lcross(S) =
S∑
s=1
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
n(di,s, wj) log[λB
K∑
k=1
[λCP (wj |zk)·
P (zk|t) + (1− λC)P (wj |zk,s)P (zk,s|t)] + (1− λB)P (w|θB)]
(6)
where P (zk,s|t) and P (zk|t) are estimated in the same way
as SMM using the Equation 4. As mentioned before, CCMM
has no constraint on the parameters ψk = P (zk|t), the num-
ber of which grows linearly with the data. Therefore, the
model tends to overfit the data.
4.3 Semantic Graph based Mixture Model
CCMM uses coarser granularity of the timestamps such
that the asynchronism among streams can be smoothed over
via a background language model θB . This is apparently dis-
satisfactory as it may cause unbearable loss in the temporal
information of common topics and different topics would be
inevitably intertwined. In this section, we propose a biased
propagation algorithm to incorporate the semantic graph
with the textual information for topic modelling, so as to
estimate the probabilities of topics for each timestamp as
well as other associated entities across streams, and conse-
quently addressing asynchronism among multiple streams.
Specifically, given the topic probability of a document
P (zk|di,s) , the topic probability of an entity can be cal-
culated by:
Psec(zk|e)= 1
2
(
∑
di,s∈De
P (zk|di,s)P (di,s|e)
+
∑
ej∈Ce
P (zk|ej)P (ej |e)) (7)
=
1
2
(
∑
di,s∈De
P (zk|di,s)
|De| +
∑
ej∈Ce
P (zk|ej)P (ej |e))
(8)
where De is a set of documents in the current timestamp
which contain the entity e, Ce is a set of entities which are
connected to entity e through semantic graph. P (zk|ej) is
the topic probability of entity ej , which is estimated with
a similar manner as P (zk|di,s) by using the EM algorithm
(see Section 4.3.2). P (ej |e) is the highest weight between
entity ej and e (see Section 4.3.1). The underlying intuition
behind the above equation is that the topic distribution of
an entity is determined by the average topic distribution of
connected documents as well as the connected entities of
semantic graph. On the other hand, the topic distributions
could be propagated from entities to documents, so as to
reinforce the topic distribution of time. Thus we propose the
following topic-documents propagation based on semantic
graph:
PE(zk|di,s) = ξP (zk|di,s) + (1− ξ)
∑
e∈E
P (zk|e)
|E| (9)
Psec(zk|di,s) = λPEg (zk|di,s) + (1− λ)PEl(zk|di,s) (10)
Psec(Ss, di,s, wj) = P (di,s)
K∑
k=1
[λCP (wj |zk)Psec(zk|t)
+(1− λC)P (wj |zk,s)Psec(zk,s|t)] (11)
Psec(zk|t) =
S∑
s=1
N∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
Psec(zk|di,s)P (di,s|t) (12)
where E denotes the set of entities of document di,s, ξ is
the biased parameter to strike the balance between inherent
topic distribution P (zk|di,s) and entity topic distribution
P (zk|e). If ξ = 1, the topics of the document retain the
original ones. If ξ = 0, the topics of the document are deter-
mined by the entity topic distribution. PEg (zk|di,s) is prop-
agated through the global semantic graph, and PEl(zk|di,s)
is propagated through the local semantic graph. The log-
likelihood of SGMM can then be given as
Lsec(S) =
S∑
s=1
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
n(di,s, wj) log
K∑
k=1
[λCP (wj |zk)Psec(zk|t)
+(1− λC)P (wj |zk,s)Psec(zk,s|t)] (13)
4.3.1 Mapping Documents into Semantic Graphs
When computing P (ej |eu) in the above SGMM, the method
of [23] is adopted to construct the semantic graph. We start
with a set of input entities C, which is found by using the
off-the-shelf entity recognition tool DBpedia Spotlight5.
We then create a directed graph G as follows: 1) we de-
fine the set of entities V of G to be made up of all input
entities, i.e., we set V := C; 2) we connect the entities in V
based on the directed paths found between them in DBpe-
dia. Specifically, the set of entities in V are expanded into a
graph by conducting a depth-first search along the DBpedia
graph and adding all the visited relations and entities, to
a certain limit. So the finally constructed semantic graph
consists of all the “seed” entities identified from the docu-
ments together with all the edges found along the paths up
to maximal length L that connect them. In this work, we
set L = 2, as we find that the model with L > 2 tends to
produce very large graphs and introduce lots of noise.
5https://github.com/dbpedia-spotlight/dbpedia-spotlight
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So far, we simply traverse a set of input entities from DB-
pedia graph. However, recall that entities can be divided as
instance entities and concept entities, the latter contains se-
mantic relations at different levels which may not be equally
informative. For example, two entities can be connected
through two Predicate Types 6 of rdf:type foaf:person and
dbpprop:birthPlace, but the former is less informative
since it can apply to a large number of entities (i.e., all peo-
ple in DBpedia). We can use real-valued weights to describe
the degree of correlation between entities in the graph, and
the core idea underlying our weighting scheme is to reward
those edges that are most specific to the entities connected
by them. Therefore we define the weighting function as
W = − log(P (WPred)) (14)
where W is the weight of an edge, P (WPred) is the probabil-
ity that the predicate WPred (such as rdf:type) is describing
the specific semantic relation. This measure is based on the
hypothesis that specificity is a good estimator for relevance.
We can compute the document frequency for each type of
predicates, as we have the whole DBpedia database avail-
able and are able to query for all possible realizations of the
variable XPred. P (WPred) is then defined in the same way
as the tf-idf [20] representation of WPred. There are often
multiple relations between two entities, so the relation with
the highest weight will be selected as the final edge.
4.3.2 Model Fitting with the EM Algorithm
To estimate P (w|zk) and P (zk|t) in the SGMM, we use
the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, which alter-
nates two steps, E-step and M-step. The unobserved latent
variables in our model include φ = P (wj |zk), δ = P (zk|dd,s),
and ϕ = P (zk|el).
In E-step, we calculate the posterior probabilities:
P (zk|di,s, wj) = P (wj |zk)P (zk|di,s)∑K
k′=1
∑S
s=1 P (wj |zk′)P (zk′ |di,s)
(15)
P (zk|di,s, el) = P (zk|el)P (el|di,s)∑K
k′=1
∑S
s=1 P (zk′ |el)P (el|di,s)
(16)
In the M-step, we maximize the expected complete data
log-likelihood:
QD =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
S∑
s=1
n(di,s, wj)
K∑
k=1
S∑
s=1
P (zk|di,s, wj)×
log
K∑
k=1
S∑
s=1
P (wj |zk)P (zk|di,s) (17)
There is a closed-form solution [8] to maximize Lsec(S) ,
which are listed in Equation 18, 19, 20 and 21.
P (wj |zk) =
∑N
i=1
∑S
s=1 n(t, wj)P (zk|di,s, wj)∑M
j′=1
∑N
i=1
∑S
s=1 n(t, wj′)P (zk|t, wj′)
(18)
P (zk|di,s) =
∑M
j=1
∑S
s=1 n(di,s, wj)P (zk|di,s, wj)∑M
j′=1
∑S
s=1 n(di,s, wj′)
(19)
6http://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/ontology/classes/
P (zk,s|di,s) =
∑M′
j=1 n(di,s, wj)P (zk,s|di,s, wj)∑M′
j′=1 n(di,s, wj′)
(20)
P (zk|el) =
∑S
s=1 n(t, el)P (zk|di,s, el)∑S
s′=1 n(t, el)
(21)
where n(t, el) indicates the frequency of entity el at times-
tamp t. Given P (zk,s|di,s), Psec(zk|t) can be estimated using
Equation 4.
5. EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Experimental Setup
We collect streams from two real-world datasets. The first
dataset is Twitter of UK dating from September 1, 2015 un-
til September 30, 2015, which serves as the Twitter stream.
Since the original dataset is quite large, to speed up the ex-
periments, we follow the common practise as in [12] by ran-
domly sampling Tweets proportional to the total volume of
each hour, resulting in 1,218,210 Twitter messages in total.
The second dataset, The NewsIR (Signal Media One-Million
News Articles Workshop 7), is a collection of news articles
derived from major newswires, such as Reuters, in addition
to local news sources and blogs. The articles of the dataset
were collected by Moreover Technologies8 from a variety of
news sources (such as Reuters and BBC) for a period of 1
month (1-30 September 2015). We use 5 sources of this col-
lection, namely, Guardian, Mail Online UK, Reuters UK,
Yahoo! UK, and Myinforms, each of which serves as an
independent stream.
The distribution of each stream of NEWSIR dataset is
shown in Figure 2. The datasets’ statistic along with their
corresponding entities and links are shown in Table 1. We
randomly split each of the dataset into a training set, a
validation set, and a test set with a ratio 2:1:1. We learned
the parameters in the models on the training set, tuned the
parameters on the validation set and tested the performance
of our model and other baseline models on the test set. The
training set and the validation set are also used for tuning
parameters in baseline models.
For both datasets, each day is used as a timestamp thus
the length of this stream is 30. For preprocessing, all the
documents are lowercased and stopwords are removed us-
ing a standard list of 418 words. Entities are disambiguated
with the off-the-shelf tool DBpedia Spotlight, and we em-
pirically set the confidence value as 0.25. Given the disam-
biguated entities (cf. 4.3.1), we create local and global entity
collections, respectively, for constructing local and global se-
mantic graphs. The creation process of entity collections is
organized as a pipeline of filtering operations:
1. The isolated entities, which have no paths with any
other entities of the full entity collection in the DBpe-
dia repository, are removed, since they have less power
in the topic propagation process.
2. The infrequent entities, which appear in less than five
documents when constructing the global entity collec-
tion, are discarded.
7http://research.signalmedia.co/newsir16/signal-
dataset.html
8http://www.moreover.com/
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Table 1: Statistic of Twitter and NEWSIR dataset
.
Twitter NewsIR
# of docs 1,218,210 51,973
# of entities (local) 452,85 249,782
# of entities (global) 473,122 228,502
# of links (local) docs 653,291 486,435
# of links (global) docs 1279,639 874,832
(a) NewsIR
Figure 2: The category distribution of NewsIR datasets
3. Similar to step 2, we discard entities that appear less
than three times in the document when constructing
the local entity collection.
5.2 Experiments with Topic Modelling
Figure 3: The NMI (%) of SGMM framework with varying
parameters λ and ξ.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our SGMM method,
we compare it with the following topic modelling techniques:
• SMM: The baseline approach [28], which simply merges
multiple streams and then apply topic model. (See
Section 4.1 )
• CCMM: The state-of-the-art approach [12,34], which
distinguish common topics from local topics and struc-
ture asynchronous streams with a background language
model. (See Section 4.2)
• SGMM: Our proposed Semantic Graph based Mix-
ture Model. (See Section 4.3).
In order to tune the parameters of our proposed topic
model, we use the metric of normalized mutual informa-
tion (NMI), which is a common metric for evaluating the
effectiveness of topic modelling [8]. Given two sets of times-
tamps clusters, C and C′, their mutual information is de-
fined as: MI(C,C′) =
∑
ci∈C,c′j∈C′ p(ci, c
′
j) · log2
p(ci,c
′
j)
p(ci)·p(c′j)
[32], where p(ci) and p(c
′
j) are the probabilities that a ran-
domly chosen timestamp belongs to the clusters ci and c
′
j ,
respectively, and p(ci, c
′
j) is the joint probability that a ran-
domly chosen timestamp belongs to the cluster ci and c
′
j at
the same time.
Recall that in order to optimize our objective functions,
we have two core parameters to estimate, namely P (z|t) and
P (w|z). Therefore we will also examine these two parame-
ters in the following experiment.
Parameter Setting: For SMM and CCMM, we use
both titles and mainstory for document clustering with no
additional entity information. As reported in [34], the opti-
mal value for λB is between 0.9 and 0.95, so we empirically
set λB = 0.95, the adjacent window size of background lan-
guage model is set as 3. For CCMM, we use EM algorithm
to fit the model with the empirical setting of λB = 0.95
and λC = 0.25, the other parameter settings were set to be
identical to those in [34]. Furthermore, it is well known that
in general we need to use more topics for larger datasets to
achieve the best topic modelling effect. Hence, we tried the
mixture topic models with different values of K. To remove
bias and variance, 5-fold cross validation is performed on
training dataset. As shown in Figure 4 (d), it is clear that
all models achieve a relative good results when K = 200
, which is much larger then the one reported in [29]. One
possible reason is that Twitter dataset is noisier than reg-
ular dataset, thereby as the number of topics is increased
beyond the minimum, overfitting tends to set in, which was
also observed in [12].
Following a similar setup as in [12], we set the number of
common topics (K) as 200, and equally assign 200 topics
into all other streams as local ones. Figure 3 shows how
the SGMM clustering performance varies with the different
parameter values. The essential parameters in the SGMM
framework are λ and ξ. As mentioned in Section 4.3, ξ
controls the relative importance of the inherent textual in-
formation against the semantic graph information, and λ
controls the balance between the local semantic graph and
the global semantic graph. When ξ = 0, it is the state-of-
the-art CCMM. When ξ = 1, is is entirely determined by the
semantic graph. The results reported in Figure 3 are pro-
duced from the training dataset. It can be seen that SGMM
with global semantic graphs generally performs better than
SGMM with local semantic graphs, which possibly suggests
that the global context is more important than the local
context for the purpose of topic modeling. Furthermore, the
best performance is achieved when combining these two with
the parameter setting: λ = 0.6 and ξ = 0.5.
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Table 2: The representative terms generated by SMM, CCMM, and SGMM models. The terms are vertically ranked according
to the probability P (w|z).Some of the duplicated topical words are underlined.
TOPIC 1 TOPIC 2 TOPIC 3 TOPIC 4 TOPIC 5
S
M
M
united fans against military open women crisis migrants world cup
world football syria refugee murray davis refugee call tennis shows
league final russia russian andy kyrgios europe hungary andy women
city champion strikes british defeat cricket migrant help gea davis
club premier air islamic final win eu plan de kyrgios
C
C
M
M
world scotland refugees hungary video city china global david strikes
cup win syrian thousands shows set update uk cameron uk
play final take border photo show stocks brief syria china
wales opener britain welcome singa west open fed against air
against italy europe help game star oil shares russia oil
S
G
M
M
world win refugees uk tennis men china minister corbn victory
cup fiji david eu murray round says bank jeremy shadow
final against cameron crisis andy kyrgios brief united labour leadership
england champion syrian border final player update group party cabinet
wallabies rugby europe welcome open uk chief england leader trident
5.3 Results and Analysis
We apply our method on the test dataset with the same
setting described in Section 5.2. Following a similar practice
in the state-of-the-art [12], we extracted five common topics
from the streams with the highest average value of p(z|t).
For each topic, ten representative words with the highest
probability (p(w|z)) were shown in Table 2. One can see
that all topics extracted by our method (SGMM ) are co-
herent and easy to understand, since global semantic graphs
which reward words derived from name entities. For exam-
ple, “Rugby World Cup 2015”, “Shadow Cabinet of Jeremy
Corbyn”, “Syrian Civil War”, “Bank of China”, “Andy Mur-
ray”, etc. All of these topical words accurately depict the
most important topics along with their corresponding name
entities happened during that time period. Comparing the
topics extracted by our method to those by the baseline
methods, we can see that our model also provides more dis-
criminative topics. As a contrast, both SMM and CCMM
suffered from the asynchronism in the streams and extracted
many duplicated topical words. A possible reason is that
documents of asynchronous streams related to different top-
ics may be indexed by the same timestamp, and documents
related to the same topic may appear at different times-
tamps. Our method is able to propagate common topics of
different streams by exploiting the local semantic graphs to
alleviate this problem.
In order to show the time series of the common topic on
NewsIR and Twitter, we adopt the metric proposed in [12],
which transforms the counts into a valid distribution by cal-
culating a P (t|z) = P (z|t)P (t)∑T
t′ P (z|t′)P (t′)
. This metric is a good
indicator about how likely the topic would appear in times-
tamp t. Figure 4(a), (b), and (c) show the discriminative
power of finding common topic “Rugby World Cup 2015”
for SMM, CCMM, and SGMM respectively. It is easy to ob-
serve that the topic has a major peak on both NewsIR and
Twitter around 18 September, shown in all figures, which
is consistent with the opening time of “Rugby World Cup
2015”. From Figure 4(a), it is interesting to see that the
topic first exhibited a peak on NewsIR and exhibited an-
other peak on Twitter days later, since SMM only relies on
a simple window model to resolve asynchronism. As shown
in Figure 4(b), CCMM can remove asynchronism even bet-
ter by smoothing it over the background language model.
More importantly, as shown in Figure 4(c), SGMM exhib-
ited the least asynchronism by propagating topics through
semantic graphs over multiple text streams.
To further prove that our time synchronization technique
of semantic graphs helped to discover more informative top-
ics, we computed the pairwise KL-divergence between the
top ten common topics (with the highest average value of
p(z|t)) as follows:
KL(z1, z2) =
∑
w
p(w|z1)log p(w|z1)
p(w|z2) (22)
Notice that larger KL-divergence means two topics are
more discriminative to each other and 0 divergence means
two topics are identical. We present the results in Figure
5, where blue cells represent smaller KL-divergence values
and red cells indicate bigger ones. We set λ = 0.6 when
calculating the KL divergence with semantic graph, and λ =
0 otherwise, all the other parameters were set as the same
to Section 5.1. As expected, it is clear that incorporating
local semantic graph can discover more discriminative topics
than those extracted without the local semantic graphs.
5.4 Performance on Retrieval
As a further demonstration of the utilities of our model,
we experimented with twitter retrieval with a similar setup
in [12]: we select the top 20 queries from GoogleInsights of
UK in the time period of September 2015, corresponding to
our datasets, for testing, and the top archive tweets (i.e.,
search results) returned for each test query were manually
labelled as either relevant or not.
Topic-based Language Model: There could be differ-
ent topics underlying different queries. In this paper, we
propose to take the latent topics into account for twitter
retrieval in the language modelling framework:
Ptop(q|d) =
∏
w∈q
Ptop(w|d) (23)
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(a) SMM (b) CCMM (c) SGMM (d) number of K
Figure 4: (a), (b), and (c) show the temporal dynamic of “Rugby World Cup 2015” on NewsIR and Twitter (X-axis is the
days in September, 2015. Y-axis is p(t|z)) (d) shows the NMI (%) comparison of multiple models with varying K.
(a) SGMM with local semantic
graphs
(b) SGMM without local se-
mantic graphs
Figure 5: (a) and (b) show the pairwise KL-divergence be-
tween topics extracted from multiple streams
Ptop(w|d)=
N∑
k=1
P (w|zk)P (zk|d) (24)
Pmix(q|d)=αPcla(q|d) + βPtop(q|d) (25)
where α and β are two non-negative weight parameters sat-
isfying α + β = 1, zk represents latent topics learned from
the topic models (see Section4), P (w|zk) is the unigram lan-
guage model of topic zk, and P (zk|d) is the probability that
tweet d belongs to topic zk.
In our twitter retrieval experiments, we compare the fol-
lowing four approaches:
• the baseline approach which only employs the classic
language model (C);
• the hybrid approach which combines the classic lan-
guage model and the SMM (C+S) [28];
• the hybrid approach which blends the classic language
model and the CCMM (C+C) [12];
• a proposed semantic-based approach which combines
the classic language model and the SGMM (C+SG).
Parameter Setting: All parameter values of these ap-
proaches to twitter retrieval were tuned according to Preci-
sion at 10 (P@10) [19] or Mean Average Precision (MAP)
[19]. In the mixture models (C+S), (C+C) and (C+SG),
the ratio between parameter values α and β was set as same
as those in [12]. All the other parameters were set to their
optimal values that have been found in Section 5.2.
The retrieval performances of those approaches on the test
set, measured by P@10 and MAP , are reported in Table
3. Consistent to the observation in [12], integrating top-
ics into language model brings substantial performance im-
provement to the classic language model (C). Moreover, dis-
Table 3: The experimental results on retrival perfor-
mance(statistical significance using t-test: ** indicates p-
value < 0.01 while * indicates p-value < 0.05).
.
C C+S C+C C+SG
P@10 0.275 0.314 0.336 0.339*
MAP 0.283 0.317 0.343 0.387**
tinguishing common topics from the local ones (C+C) su-
persedes the model generated from simple mixture model
(C+S). More importantly, it is clear that our proposed ap-
proach incorporating the semantics-based language model
(C+SG) outperforms the other approaches significantly, ac-
cording to both P@10 and MAP.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
The novel contribution of this paper is in exploiting se-
mantic graphs for the task of topic mining. The performance
of our proposed SGMM (Semantic Graph based Mixture
Model) supersedes the existing ones since it takes account
both global semantic graph to overcome the text disjoint-
ing problem ((i.e.,lexical gap among the streams)) and local
semantic graph to resolve the sources asynchronism prob-
lem (i.e.,topic mismatch of different timestamps among the
streams). In addition, we have also shown the significant
benefit of applying our approach in a twitter retrieval task.
There are several interesting and promising directions in
which this work could be extended. First, in this work we
only focused on two types of heterogenous sources, namely,
Twitter and News, it will be interesting to learn the per-
formance of SGMM with multiple streams of varying types.
Second,it would be also interesting to investigate the perfor-
mance of our algorithm by varying the weights of different
types of entities. Finally, the parameters are estimated us-
ing a simple form of EM algorithm, we would also like to
investigate more advanced optimization techniques.
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